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a b s t r a c t 

The results of catastrophic disruption experiments on static and rotating targets are reported. The ex- 

periments used cement spheres of diameter 10 cm as the targets. Impacts were by mm sized stain- 

less steel spheres at speeds of between 1 and 7.75 km s −1 . Energy densities ( Q ) in the targets ranged 

from 7 to 2613 J kg −1 . The experiments covered both the cratering and catastrophic disruption regimes. 

For static, i.e. non-rotating targets the critical energy density for disruption ( Q 

∗, the value of Q 

when the largest surviving target fragment has a mass equal to one half of the pre-impact target 

mass) was Q 

∗ = 1447 ± 90 J kg −1 . For rotating targets (median rotation frequency of 3.44 Hz) we found 

Q 

∗ = 987 ± 349 J kg −1 , a reduction of 32% in the mean value. This lower value of Q 

∗ for rotating targets 

was also accompanied by a larger scatter on the data, hence the greater uncertainty. We suggest that 

in some cases the rotating targets behaved as static targets, i.e. broke up with the same catastrophic 

disruption threshold, but in other cases the rotation helped the break up causing a lower catastrophic 

disruption threshold, hence both the lower value of Q 

∗ and the larger scatter on the data. The fragment 

mass distributions after impact were similar in both the static and rotating target experiments with sim- 

ilar slopes. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Impacts are a common evolutionary process for solar system

odies (e.g. see Osinski and Pierazzo, 2013 for a recent discussion).

or large bodies, the impacts mostly alter the surface, but as bodies

ecome smaller the risk increases of a catastrophic break-up of the

arget body. The presence of asteroid families in the asteroid belt

see Cellino et al., 2009 , for a review), illustrates the outcomes of

uch break-ups when the energy injected into the system is not

nly sufficient to break the target apart, but also to disperse the

ragments against their own self gravity. 

To judge the likely outcome of an impact (cratering or disrup-

ion), a parameter is needed which scales with the sizes of the

odies involved. The energy density ( Q ) is therefore used, defined

s the kinetic energy input by the impactor, divided by the total

ass of the two bodies (m p , impactor mass, and M t , target mass).

ince the mass of the target is usually significantly greater than

hat of impactor, the energy density is often taken as: 

 = 

m p v 2 p 

2 M t 
(1) 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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This Q parameter is used extensively throughout the field of

atastrophic disruption research. An alternative formulism for Q

xists for planetesimal formation considerations in terms of re-

uced mass ( Stewart and Leinhardt, 2009 ). This alternative adap-

ation of the energy density equation was to allow for the level

f momentum transfer between the projectile and the target body

eing impacted, in the case where the projectile was compara-

le in size to the target. In the work here the impactor will be

ignificantly smaller than the target, so the standard definition of

q. (1) is used for Q . 

The cratering regime of hypervelocity impacts onto targets is

aken to apply for values of Q which result in the remaining mass

rom the target body being greater than 50% of the initial mass.

t the 50% point in remnant mass, Q is known as Q 

∗ and repre-

ents the start of catastrophic disruption. Strictly speaking there

s a complication, as indicated above, concerning re-accumulation

nder self gravity. For very small bodies this is a negligible effect.

ut for bodies about 50 or 100 m in size, the extra energy needed

o disperse the fragments of the shattered body adds significantly

o Q 

∗. There are thus two target size regimes important in catas-

rophic disruption e.g. small sizes which are strength dominated

and where Q 

∗ falls as target body size increases) and large sizes

hich are gravity dominated (where Q 

∗ increases with body size).

 review of this behaviour is given in Holsapple et al. (2002 ). This

esult is also shown in typical modelling results of catastrophic
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. Spin period vs. diameter for small bodies in the solar system (adapted from 

Fig. 1 in Holsapple, 2007 ). For asteroid diameters > 3 km the upper limit on the 

period is some 2 – 3 h, and for smaller sizes the period decreases. The periods of 

Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNO) and Kuiper Belt Objects (KBO) are also shown. The 

objects used in the experiments here (10 cm diameter, period 0.29 s) appear top left 

and can be seen to lie on the extrapolated trend line for small asteroids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Cement sphere after manufacture. 

Fig. 3. The rotating target holder (made from aluminium) holding a cement target. 

Labels indicate: 1 - target, 2 – upper support, 3 – rear shield protect frame from 

impact ejecta, 4 – lower support, 5 – vacuum motor and 6 – electrical relays. 
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disruption such as the hydrocode work of Benz and Asphaug

(1999) and the recent analytic model of Leliwa-Kopysty ́nski et al.

(2016 ). 

However, despite the wealth of experimental and computa-

tional work into catastrophic disruption (e.g. Holsapple et al.,

2002 , and the references therein, and more recent work such as

Granvick et al., 2016 ), one major aspect has remained untested ex-

perimentally, namely what if the target is rotating? All previous

laboratory experimental work has used static targets. However, real

solar system bodies rotate (see Fig. 1 ). The rotation rates of as-

teroids for example are well measured and the mechanisms be-

hind asteroid dynamics are now widely studied, e.g. the YORP and

Yarkovsky effects (see Bottke et al., 2006 for a review). 

The question that arises is whether Q 

∗ varies with rotational

rate. Rotation effectively adds a stress into a body, indeed super-

fast rotators may tear themselves apart. Given that many asteroids

are held to be aggregate bodies and not monoliths, this is perhaps

not too surprising. Recent modelling of catastrophic disruption of

km-sized rotating bodies suggests the pre-impact rotation can play

a role in the outcome of the event, reducing Q 

∗ by around 6%

( Ballouz et al., 2014,2015 ). However, earlier modelling of impacts

on rotating rubble piles had suggested the pre-impact rotation did

not influence Q 

∗ significantly ( Takeda and Ohtsuki, 2009 ). 

The ability to refine theoretical and computational models on

catastrophic disruption is of great importance, and therefore be-

ing able to make models as close to observations is key. It is thus

important to undertake laboratory experiments to determine what

happens in impacts on rotating objects. This is what is reported

here. 

2. Method 

This work created hypervelocity impacts in the laboratory using

a two stage light gas gun. The gun used was at the University of

Kent and is described in Burchell et al. (1999 ). It fires a nylon sabot

(discarded in flight) inside which is mounted a projectile which

proceeds alone to the target. In this work the projectiles were

stainless steel spheres, ranging in size from 1.0 to 2.5 mm diameter.

The impact speed was varied from shot to shot (see Burchell et al.,

1999 , for a discussion of how this is done). In this work, the im-

pact speed ranged from around 1 to 7.75 km s −1 , with most shots

in the range 4 – 5 km s −1 , close to the 5 km s −1 estimated as the

mean collisional speed in the asteroid belt ( Bottke et al., 1994 ). The
peed inside each shot was measured to better than ± 1% by the

rojectile interrupting two laser light stations whilst in flight. Each

aser was focussed on a photodiode, and the interruption in sig-

al provided timing information which gave the speed. The target

hamber was evacuated to around 0.5 mbar during each shot. 

The targets used were cement spheres made in the laboratory.

hey were typically 10 cm in diameter, with each sphere mea-

ured and weighed before use. The typical mass pre-shot was

68 g and was measured to ± 0.1 g. The cement (LaFarge Port-

and Cement) was mixed with water with a ratio of cement to

ater of 7:3. This ratio was varied in tests and found to pro-

uce the strongest cement samples after curing (in agreement with

he work of Brandt, 1998 ). Care was taken to avoid formation of

acroscopic voids during the casting process which poured the

ement into spherical moulds. Tests on samples of cement cured

n cylindrical moulds gave a compressive strength of 180 MPa and

 tensile strength of 1.1 MPa. A typical target sphere is shown in

ig. 2 . 

To rotate the targets a device was made which held the sphere

etween two metal rods mounted vertically, spinning about the

ertical axis running though the rods and the centre of the target.

his is shown in Fig. 3 . Since the rotating holder was to operate

n the target chamber, a vacuum rated motor and set of electron-

cs had to be used. The impact direction onto the target is shown

ith an arrow (in Fig. 3 ). The rotation frequency was set to be

.44 Hz on average, i.e. a period of 0.29 s. In the experiments re-

orted the median frequency was indeed 3.44 Hz, with a mean of

.47 ± 0.11 Hz. This was chosen so that, combined with the target

ize, the experiments would correspond to the position shown on

ig. 1 , which extrapolates from the period-sized relationship ob-

erved for small asteroids. The position of the targets was aligned
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Fig 4. Targets after impact. (a) Cratering event. (b) Catastrophically disrupted target. 

Table 1 

Shot conditions for static (non-rotating) targets. The ratio m f /m o is the 

mass of the largest fragment (m f ) divided by the pre-impact mass (m o ). Q 

is the impact energy density. 

Projectile dia. (mm) Impact speed (km s −1 ) m f /m o Q (J kg −1 ) 

1 .0 1 .124 0 .99 7 

1 .0 3 .06 0 .99 52 

2 .0 1 .731 0 .98 117 

1 .0 7 .5 0 .92 280 

3 .0 1 .954 0 .97 518 

2 .0 3 .87 0 .80 592 

2 .5 3 .05 0 .72 701 

2 .0 4 .58 0 .72 861 

2 .0 4 .83 0 .70 930 

2 .5 3 .75 0 .20 1177 

2 .0 5 .68 0 .49 1428 

2 .5 4 .28 0 .55 1493 

2 .5 4 .57 0 .58 1655 

2 .5 4 .44 0 .11 1765 

2 .5 4 .69 0 .38 1868 

3 .0 3 .81 0 .17 2144 

3 .0 3 .79 0 .19 2337 

3 .0 4 .36 0 .04 2609 

3 .0 4 .25 0 .04 2613 
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Fig. 5. Surviving mass fraction for largest fragment (m f /m o ) vs. Q ∗ for static (i.e. 

non-rotating targets). (a) All data, showing both cratering and disruption regimes. 

(b) Events with Q > 500 J kg −1 , and shows a linear fit to the data. 
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ith the axis of the gun, such that impacts were equatorial and at

ormal incidence in line with the centre of mass of the target. 

After a shot the outcomes were a cratered target, or a catas-

rophically disrupted target (see Fig. 4 a and b respectively). In the

ormer case the sphere was removed from the target chamber and

eighed, and the observed crater measured. If the target was dis-

upted, the fragments were collected and weighed. It is possible

hat the fragments impacted the mounting frame and underwent

urther damage, however this effect is held to be minimal. 

. Disruption limit for static, i.e. non-rotating targets 

To establish a baseline set of measurements, a series of 19 shots

ere done on non-rotating targets. To achieve this, the targets

ere still mounted in the rotating target holder, but the motor was

ot turned on. By varying the projectile size and speed, the impact

nergy density Q was varied from 7 to 2613 J kg −1 (see Table 1 ).

lotting the ratio m f /m o (the mass of the largest fragment m f di-

ided by the original mass m o ) vs. Q , the classic transition from

ratering to disruption is seen ( Fig. 5 a). There is not a smooth tran-

ition from cratering to disruption, and some scatter on the data is

pparent in Fig. 5 a. The uncertainties on the values of m f /m o arise

rom uncertainty in the mass measurement, but the mass balance

sed was accurate to 0.1 g, and even in the worst case the mass

f the largest fragment was around 15 g, giving an uncertainty of

ess than 1%. Given that the impact speed was also measured to
etter than 1%, the scatter on the observed data in Fig. 5 a does

ot arise from measurement errors. There is thus no obvious rea-

on why the shots with Q of 1177 and 1765 J kg −1 , gave what ap-

ear to be anomalously low values for m f /m o . It may be that there

ere some unrecognised pre-existing flaws in the moulded spheres

hich lowered the target strength. 

Although we cannot explain these anomalous values we exclude

hem from the calculation of Q 

∗. Whilst normally this would not be

est practice, here these data are significantly off to one side in the

ata distribution and bias the result accordingly. To find Q 

∗ we also
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Table 2 

Shot conditions for rotating targets. The ratio m f /m o is the mass of the largest fragment (m f ) divided 

by the pre-impact mass (m o ). Q is the impact energy density. n.r. indicates a shot where the rotation 

speed was not recorded. 

Projectile dia. (mm) Impact speed (km s −1 ) Rotation frequency (Hz) m f /m o Q (J kg −1 ) 

1 .0 1 .19 3 .59 0 .99 8 

1 .0 3 .07 2 .62 0 .99 47 

2 .0 1 .63 3 .38 0 .99 98 

3 .0 1 .00 3 .44 0 .96 157 

1 .0 7 .75 3 .47 0 .94 317 

3 .0 1 .93 3 .43 0 .44 555 

2 .0 4 .05 3 .39 0 .73 700 

2 .0 4 .00 3 .44 0 .68 734 

2 .0 4 .71 3 .45 0 .34 815 

2 .5 3 .46 n.r 0 .76 1004 

2 .5 4 .54 3 .44 0 .32 1061 

3 .0 2 .93 3 .44 0 .50 1323 

2 .0 3 .86 3 .44 0 .71 1392 

3 .0 2 .68 3 .43 0 .14 1388 

2 .5 3 .85 3 .43 0 .41 1470 

2 .0 5 .78 3 .45 0 .41 1479 

2 .5 4 .24 3 .51 0 .79 1493 

2 .5 4 .16 3 .43 0 .17 1589 

2 .5 4 .09 3 .45 0 .47 1666 

2 .0 4 .62 3 .95 0 .21 1784 

2 .5 4 .61 3 .45 0 .39 2085 

3 .0 3 .62 3 .45 0 .14 2114 

3 .0 3 .81 3 .46 0 .13 2326 

3 .0 4 .16 3 .46 0 .11 2527 

3 .0 4 .07 3 .44 0 .08 2538 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Surviving mass fraction for largest fragment (m f /m o ) vs. Q ∗ for rotat- 

ing targets. (a) All data (i.e. cratering and disruption regimes). (b) Events with 

Q > 500 J kg −1 , and shows a linear fit to the data. 
exclude those data which are well within the cratering regime, i.e.

Q < 500 J kg −1 and plot the remaining data on a linear set of axes

in Fig. 5 b. We then make a linear fit to m f /m o vs. Q and obtain the

result shown on Fig 5 b, namely: 

m f / m o = ( 1 . 04 ± 0 . 05 ) − ( 3 . 7 ± 0 . 3 ) 10 

−4 Q, r 2 = 0 . 9467 , (2)

where Q was in J kg −1 and r 2 is the square of the regression coef-

ficient. 

Given the result in Eq. (2) we can solve for m f /m o = 0.5, and

obtain Q 

∗ = 1462 ± 89 J kg −1 . The uncertainty in Q 

∗ comes from the

95% confidence limits after the minimization in the χ2 value in the

linear fit routine used. 

4. Disruption limit for rotating targets 

A similar procedure to that for the static targets was followed

and 25 shots made. Now however, the rotating target holder was

powered. The rotation frequency was measured in real time during

each shot and is given in Table 2 . The data for m f /m o vs. Q are

plotted in Fig. 6 a. Again we can see a cratering regime at low Q

values, transiting to the disruption regime at higher Q values. 

Looking at Fig 6 a, it is clear there is a much larger scatter on

the data than before. We considered if this was linked to slight

variations in the rotation frequency or mass of the targets, but no

pattern emerged. It therefore appears that this is a characteristic

of the presence of rotation. As before, to find Q 

∗ we looked at

the data points approaching the disruption threshold and beyond

( Fig. 6 b, corresponding to Q > 500 J kg −1 ), and made a linear fit. We

obtained: 

m f / m o = ( 0 . 78 ± 0 . 11 ) − ( 2 . 56 ± 0 . 72 ) 10 

−4 Q, r 2 = 0 . 3782 . (3)

The large scatter on the data is reflected in the low r 2 value and

the relatively large uncertainty on the value of the slope. We solve

for m f /m o = 0.5, and obtain Q 

∗ = 1094 ± 330 J kg −1 . The uncertainty

is again given by the 95% confidence bands in the regression fit. 

5. Mass distribution of fragments after impact 

In each shot the mass of the individual fragments post-shot was

found and normalised to the pre-impact target mass. The sensitiv-
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Fig. 7. Cumulative number of fragments with mass greater than m f /m o . for impacts 

on static (i.e. non-rotating) targets. 
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Fig. 8. Cumulative number of fragments with mass greater than m f /m o . for im- 

pact on a static target at Q = 701 J kg −1 . The data are split into 3 regions by vertical 

dashed lines, and the solid lines are indicative fits to the data in each region. 
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ty of the mass balance used was 0.1 g. Given a typical pre-shot

arget mass of 360 g, this is equivalent to a minimum measured

ractional mass of a fragment of about 5 × 10 −4 . Thus the measured

ragment masses span over 3 orders of magnitude. 

.1. Static targets 

The data for the static target impacts are shown in Fig. 7 , where

he cumulative number greater than a given normalised mass is

lotted vs. normalised mass. We show data for 8 impacts from

able 1 in Fig 7 over a range of Q values. At similar Q values, the

ata from different im pacts group together, indicating reproducibil-

ty of the data. There is a clear evolution with increasing Q of the

ata in Fig. 7 , with a general steepening of the slope of the cumu-

ative distribution at higher Q , along with a reduction in size of the

argest fragment. In addition another feature is evident in Fig. 7 . As

vents go from Q < Q 

∗ to Q > Q 

∗ the general shape of the cumula-

ive normalised mass distribution for the larger masses, undergoes

n evolution: it is concave for sub-critical impacts and convex for

isrupted bodies. This has been seen before. For example it was

uggested by Tanga et al. (1999 ) and Durda et al. (2007 ), that the

ize frequency distribution could be used to determine if the frag-

ents noted in asteroid families were from sub-critical, or criti-

al, disruption events. Similarly, Leliwa-Kopystynski et al. (2009 ),

rgued (by measuring the size distribution functions) that the Eu-

omia asteroid family arose from a sub-critical impact, whilst the

hemis family arose from a disruptive impact on a parent body. 

When attempting to fit the data in Fig. 7 , it was apparent that

 single function did not provide a good description. This is illus-

rated in Fig. 8 where we show just one event, with Q = 701 J kg −1 .

n this, as in most events, the data seem to fall into three re-

ions of normalised mass m = m f /m o (mass fragment / initial tar-

et mass) of low mass, intermediate mass and high mass. This has

een seen before, e.g. see Fujiwara et al. (1989 ) or Ryan (20 0 0 ), for

 review. We generally found that we could define the three re-

ions as m < 0.0 02, 0.0 02 < m < 0.02 and m > 0.02. We fit each re-

ion separately with a power law of the form N = α × m 

−β , where

 is the cumulative number greater than the given normalised

ass m (see for example Fujiwara et al., 1989 , for a discussion of

he various parametrisations used to describe the fragment mass

istributions and the relationships between the various resultant

oefficients such as β). 

Note that for events with very low Q values, i.e. where a crater

as formed in the target, the data do not show this tripartite na-

ure, but can be fit by a single power law. We also note that the
oll off in the data at the smallest masses may reflect issues with

ollecting the finer fragments from the disrupted targets (and we

o find very fine fragments after impact which are hard to collect

nd measure). When considering the results of the fits we there-

ore do not attach great significance to the β values for m < 0.002,

ther than noting that they typically measure 0.2 – 0.3. For the

argest masses (m > 0.02), the β values range from typically 0.1

o 0.3 at low Q values (sub-critical impacts) to 1 – 2 at high Q

disruption) and are telling us about the distribution of just the

argest few fragments after impact. What happens is that the gap

n size between the largest and next largest fragment reduces sig-

ificantly as we go from sub-catastrophic to catastrophic disrup-

ion. This leaves the intermediate size regime where most of the

ata lay in an event, and we show the value of β vs. Q for all static

arget impacts events in this normalised fragment mass range in

ig. 9 a. 

In Fig. 9 a, it can be seen that at low Q values, β is around 0.2

0.3, rising to around 0.9 for Q = Q 

∗. The value of β does not

ary as Q then increases further. If we average the β values for

 > 10 0 0 J kg −1 , we find β = 0.93 ± 0.28, where the error range is 1

tandard deviation. 

.2. Rotating targets 

As before, we also looked at the fragment size distribution in

ach shot ( Fig. 10 ). There is a general evolution in fragment size

istributions dependent on the degree of disruption. There is the

ame general shape to the distributions as for the static cases. We

plit each data set into the three mass ranges as before, and show

for the intermediate size regime in Fig. 9 b. We find the same

eneral behaviour as before, i.e. β is low at low Q , rising to a con-

tant value (here around 0.8) for Q > Q 

∗. If we average the β values

or Q > 10 0 0 J kg −1 we find β = 0.78 ± 0.20. 

. Discussion 

The value Q 

∗ = 1447 ± 90 J kg −1 for static targets is in the range

xpected for a “rocky” body of that size at these impact speeds.

irst principal models exist for predictions of catastrophic disrup-

ion, and for example, Leliwa-Kopystynski et al. (2016 ) predict that

or rocky targets of 10 cm diameter, Q 

∗ should lie in the range

0 0 – 120 0 J kg −1 (based on the various assumptions made in the

odel about material strength etc.). Similarly, a range of other au-

hors, using work based on hydrocodes and experiments, predict

 

∗ for rocky bodies of this size ranging from approximately 500 to
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Fig. 9. Slope ( β) of power law fits N = α × m 

−β for the cumulative fragment num- 

ber distributions. (a) is for static targets, (b) is for rotating targets. 

Fig. 10. Cumulative number of fragments with mass greater than m f /m o . for im- 

pacts on rotating targets. 
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H  
20 0 0 J kg −1 (e.g. Gault and Wedekind, 1969, Housen and Holsap-

ple, 1990; Holsapple, 1994; Durda et al., 1998; Benz and Asphaug,

1999 ). Indeed Durda et al. (1998 ), predict a Q 

∗ value for rocky bod-

ies of 8 cm diameter of ∼1500 J kg −1 . 

When comparing the static and rotating cases the most ob-

vious effect is that there is a much greater scatter on the data

in the rotating case. There is also a downward shift in Q 

∗ from
447 ± 90 J kg −1 to 987 ± 349 J kg −1 . It should be noted however,

hat whilst the mean value itself has decreased by 32%, the un-

ertainty has grown. 

We suggest the following scenario may apply. At low Q values,

ell within the cratering regime, the only effect of rotation (if any)

ay be to remove a bit more spall from around the crater. This

as, at best, a modest effect on the removed mass and so has lit-

le, if any, influence on m f /m o vs. Q in that regime. Effectively, the

tress due to rotation, combined with that from the shock from the

mpact, is still insufficient to lead to breakup of the target. And at

ery high Q values, well within the disruption regimes, the energy

ensity is such that the stresses from rotation have a minimal con-

ribution compared to the much larger stresses from the passage of

he shock waves through the target. 

It is thus only in the region around Q 

∗ itself that an effect

hows up in the data. The reason being that the extra stress in

he target from the impact shock is by itself not quite sufficient to

ause the target to break apart. The rotation may however aid the

ropagation of cracks caused by the impact event, and open them

till further, bringing break up at a lower than expected Q value

nd hence a lowering of Q 

∗ (in this case by approximately 1/3rd).

owever, this effect on Q 

∗ is only a partial, and not a dominant,

ffect. Indeed, in some cases it is not quite enough to cause an

dditional stress which leads to break up, and the target then be-

aves as in the limiting, static case. This causes the scatter in the

ata in Fig 6 with a few events behaving as if non-rotating, and

thers exhibiting a reduction in Q 

∗ due to the rotation. This may

e the result of slight in-homogeneities in the target. However, the

esults suggest that it is the shock from the impact which mostly

etermines Q 

∗, and that, at these rotation speeds, the stresses from

he rotation are a minor contributor to the overall outcome. 

What is not considered here regarding the disruption of rotat-

ng targets, is any extra velocity component added to the ejecta.

ecently, Strange-Love and Ryan (2015) have looked at this for ex-

erimental disruption of static rocky bodies. They found that there

s a velocity component both in terms of translational and rota-

ional speed of ejecta fragments (with the further possibility of

umbling). It would be interesting to repeat this for rotating bodies

o see how this changes ejecta behaviour. The significance of this

ay be two fold. First if the translational velocity is altered, disper-

ion of fragments against self gravity may alter how much material

e-accumulates in a subsequent rubble pile. Secondly, the rotation

peeds of asteroids which originate from disruption of larger par-

nts which were themselves rotating may also be influenced. 

The fragment size distributions show no major change from the

tatic to the rotating targets. For static targets, Gault and Wedekind

1969 ), reported on fragment size from disruptive impacts on tek-

ites. They found a single power fit the whole size range. How-

ver, Takagi et al. (1984 ), Fujiwara et al. (1989 ), Davis and Ryan

1990 ), and Ryan (20 0 0 ), found that at least two and sometimes

hree slopes were needed to properly fit fragmentation size dis-

ributions as here. Data shown in Fig. 3 of Fujiwara et al. (1989 )

uggest that for basalt, β is around 0.80 – 0.87. The recent results

f Durda et al. (2015) for impacts on basalt spheres, yielded β val-

es in the range 0.75 – 1.2. Both these results are compatible with

hat is seen here. Durda et al. (2015 ) reported that the β value

ncreased with increasing Q , but provided no data on this. There is

 slight suggestion of this in the data of Fujiwara et al. (1989 ), but

he effect is small, even when Q was varied over 2 orders of mag-

itude. However, more recently, Michikami et al. (2016 ), has shown

hat for impacts on basalt, β varied from 0.4 to 1.1, as Q increased

rom 150 to 8540 J kg −1 . This is very similar to what is found here.

There have also been discussions of fragment shape in

arious previous publications (see Fujiwara et al., 1989 , and

olsapple et al., 2002 , for reviews or Durda et al., 2015 and
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ichikami et al., 2016 for recent discussions). Here we do not re-

ort on this other than to observe that there was no gross differ-

nce in the fragment shapes between impacts on static and ro-

ating targets at equal Q . We did however publish a report on

ragment shapes inside a similar impact to those reported here in

orris et al. (2013 ). There we observed that the fragment from the

oor of the initial crater formed during the impact, appeared to

ave similarities in shape to asteroid (2867) Steins. 

. Conclusions 

The comparison of impact disruption experiments in static and

otating targets has found a difference in the Q 

∗ value for the

mall cement targets used. The mean reduction in Q 

∗ of around

2% was also accompanied by increased scatter in the experimen-

al results. This reduction in Q 

∗ could be studied further by sig-

ificantly increasing or decreasing the rotation frequency, but it

hould be noted that the present work alone involved 44 separate

mpact experiments. Also, the experiments here were all for nor-

al incidence, equatorial impacts. Although not investigated here,

on-normal incidence on static targets is general considered to de-

rease cratering efficiency and hence increase Q 

∗, due to less effi-

ient coupling of the impactor into the target (e.g. see Benz and

sphaug, 1999 ). The role of polar vs. equatorial impacts cannot be

onsidered in the current experiments due to the nature of the

xperimental set-up. No difference was observed in the fragment

ize distributions from the various impacts which were compatible

ith results of previous work on rocky (basalt) targets. 

We note that recent strength tests on cm sized samples of the

amdakht meteorite, considered to be composed of material sim-

lar to Near Earth Asteroids ( Binzel et al., 1996 ), found compres-

ive strengths in the range 26 to 186 MPa ( Cotto-Figueroa et al.,

016 ). Our samples here had a compressive strength of 180 MPa,

ithin the range reported for Tamdakht. However, when consider-

ng the extrapolation of these results to larger sizes, i.e., asteroids,

t should be noted that it is widely believed that many asteroids

re gravitationally bound rubble piles, unlike the targets used here

hich were intact. 

As stated earlier, recent modelling for asteroid disruption car-

ied out by Ballouz et al. (2014 ), (2015 ), suggested a 6% reduc-

ion in Q 

∗ due to rotation, whilst earlier modelling by Takeda and

htsuki (2009) suggested that Q 

∗ for rubble pile asteroids is not

reatly influenced by the rotation rate of the target body. The 32%

eduction observed here is clearly much larger than expected from

he modelling. However, in modelling Q 

∗ is also sensitive to other

arameters such as the pore space volume between the compo-

ents in a rubble pile which increases Q 

∗ (see Deller et al., 2016 for

 recent treatment of this). Compaction of pore space requires en-

rgy increasing heating effects in the target (see Wünneman et al.,

008 ). Similarly, laboratory experiments of impacts on porous bod-

es show that Q 

∗ increases due to porosity ( Love et al., 1993 ;

kamoto et al., 2015 ) and has to be allowed for along with tar-

et strength when parameterising Q 

∗. Here, we have shown that

t laboratory scales, target rotation has an equally significant role

n determining Q 

∗, albeit in an opposite sense (i.e. it lowers rather

han raises it). 

It would be useful if modellers (either hydrocode or analytical)

ould adjust their work to include rotation effects on monolithic

argets at cm scale to see if they can reproduce this effect. If they

an, the work can then be extrapolated to larger scales. In general

 

∗ falls as object size increases in the strength regime, and then

ises with size as gravity starts to dominate. There is thus a mini-

um in Q 

∗ at some intermediate size, often estimated to be in the

ange of 1 – 10 km radius for a rocky body. In the absence of such a

roper scaling relationship for our results, we can naively imagine

hat the effect observed here applies equally to the strength part
f catastrophic disruption at all size scales. This would lower the

 

∗ value in the strength regime but leave the gravity dominated

egime unchanged. The effect would be to move the minimum in

verall Q 

∗ with size, to a smaller size by a factor of around two.

maller objects than 0.5 – 5 m, would then be easier to disrupt as

hey will be strength dominated, but larger bodies would be unaf-

ected as Q 

∗ in this case will still be dominated by dispersal against

ravity. 
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